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Power packaging is continuously adapting to power application market trends.
KEY FEATURES

•	Presentation of detailed analysis of
thermal interface materials (TIMs),
thermomechanical issues in power
modules and case studies and
technological innovations
•	2017-2023 market value for
the power electronics field and
especially for power modules
•	Complete analysis of power
module packaging design
•	Deep insight into each part of a
standard power module package:
substrate, baseplate, die attach,
substrate attach, encapsulation and
interconnections
•	Technology trends and roadmaps
•	2017-2023 market metrics
and forecasts for each type
of packaging component
(substrate, baseplate, die attach,
substrate attach, encapsulation,
interconnections and TIMs)
•	Evolution of different business
models
•	Supply chain analysis and evolution
trends
•	Complete presentation of Wide
Band Gap device packaging
•	Packaging trends for the coming
years

WHAT’S NEW

•	Focus on packaging for Wide Band
Gap devices
•	A nalysis of the newest power
module designs, including the Tesla
Model 3 power module, Mitsubishi
J1-series and Infineon’s HybridPack
Drive
•	Insight into emerging business
models within the supply chain
•	2017-2023 market metrics and
forecasts for thermal interface
materials (TIMs)

THE IGBT POWER MODULE MARKET GREW 18.1% IN 2017, DRIVING THE
POWER MODULE PACKAGING MATERIALS BUSINESS
2017 was an impressive year for the IGBT power
module market, as it grew 18.1% compared to
2016. And so far, the perspectives for 2018 are
even better, with over 20% growth in the first half
of the year. The main explanation of this drastic
market explosion is the boost from the electrical
and hybrid electric vehicle (EV/HEV) sector,
especially in China. It has also been an exceptional
year for industrial motor drives in Asia.

substrate-attach, encapsulation, interconnections
and thermal interface material (TIM) markets.
Almost 50% of the current $1.2B market value
is substrates and baseplates. Another 25% of
that market is exclusively from die-attach and
substrate attach materials. Major technological
choice trends in these segments can therefore
rapidly impact the power module packaging
overall market.

Other device modules, like those based on
MOSFETs and bipolar transistors, show a slight
decrease. Consequently the overall power module
market value ended at $3.54B, growing 11.3%
year-on-year. By 2023 the market is expected to
be over $5.5B. This promising market is beneficial
for the packaging material business that Yole
Développement (Yole) covers in this report,
“Power Module Packaging 2018”.

For instance, the penetration of silver sintering as
a die-attach technology is increasing among the
industry, and even arriving in some EV/HEV power
modules. As this technology is more expensive,
the CAGR2017-2023 for the die-attach market
is 11%, much higher than for the other market
segments.

The power module packaging material business is
worth $1.2B, a little more than a third of the total
power module market. It is a very dynamic market,
where continuous innovations and material
enhancements and a lot of R&D investment are
needed. This power module packaging material
market’s compound annual growth rate (CAGR)
for 2017-2023 will be 8.2%, coming close to a $2B
business opportunity by 2023.
In terms of technology, the report takes a deep
look into substrates, baseplates, die-attach,

The second highest CAGR2017-2023 is for
interconnections, at 9.5%. This is because new
interconnection technologies, like flexible
interconnection foils, are more costly compared
to more cost-effective but less reliable aluminum
wire-bonding. The other major technological
change that will impact the global market will be
an increasing use of silicon nitride (Si3N4) active
metal brazing (AMB), which will capture 37% of
the power module substrate market by 2023.
As the demand for Si3N4 increases, its high cost
is expected to decrease faster than the other
ceramic materials.
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SILVER SINTERING, NEW SUBSTRATES AND INTERCONNECTION TECHNOLOGIES
ARE THE LATEST INNOVATIONS DRIVEN BY EV/HEV AND THE ARRIVAL OF WBG
Technical trends in power module packaging are
mainly driven by the entrance of the Wide Band
Gap (WBG) materials and the challenging system
requirements of the booming EV/HEV industry.
Indeed, the introduction of the WBG semiconductors
SiC and GaN is pushing the development of new
power packaging solutions, as these devices can work
at higher junction temperatures and higher switching
frequencies with smaller die sizes.

SiC module packaging: Main technologies that will need to evolve

Substrate
High thermal
conductivity ceramics
such as AlN and
Si3N4.

Encapsulation
High-temperature
epoxy or silicone gel.

Die attach
Silver sintering is
expected to become
the preferred choice.

Interconnections
Low-inductance
interconnections.

SiC chips:
High Tj and
high frequency

New designs and new materials are needed
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In order to take advantages of SiC’s properties,
reliable and robust die attach technologies that
work at 200 °C are required. Silver sintering is today
the big star for SiC power modules, due to its high
melting temperature point, exceeding 900°C. In term
of substrates, high thermal conductivity materials
will be chosen such as AlN and Si3N4, as dies need
to dissipate the losses from a smaller surface. In
addition, the interconnection technology is a key
factor for the good performance of SiC devices. Many
companies are therefore developing their own lowstray inductance interconnections such as GE’s Power
Over Lay (POL) or Semikron’s SKiN technology.
In contrast, GaN devices are not yet packaged in
power modules, and are using advanced packaging
technologies. GaN Systems’ printed circuit boardembedded GaN packages are the best example.
The EV/HEV industry’s demanding requirements for
high power density and mechatronics integration
are driving many of the other power packaging
innovations. Today, there are two clear trends:
over-molded double-side cooled modules for hybrid
cars and single-side cooled modules with pin-fin
baseplates for battery-only electric cars.
This report summarizes other tendencies such as
the use of organic insulator foils in insulated metal
substrates (IMS) and the “integrated substrates” that
merge a ceramic substrate and a pin-fin baseplate.
With all these new technologies, the EV/HEV power
packaging landscape is fast-evolving and dynamic. That
is why Yole follows the leading packaging material
suppliers like DOWA, Denka, Rogers and Alpha,
and the module manufacturers like Bosch, Mitsubishi
Electric and Semikron, very closely to quickly
understand their future technology innovations.

NEW CHAPTERS: A WBG PACKAGING - TESLA’S MODEL 3 POWER MODULES MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC’S J1 SERIES INNOVATIVE INTEGRATED SUBSTRATES
The Power Module Packaging 2018 report has several
new features, including an entire chapter which focuses

Example of STMicroelectronics’ SiC MOSFETs modules
in Tesla’s Model 3*
Example of STMicroelectronics’ SiC MOSFETs
modules in Tesla’s Model 3
reverse engineered by System Plus Consulting

* Extracted from System Plus Consulting
report : Tesla Model 3 Inverter with SiC Power
Module from STMicroelectronics, June 2018
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on WBG module packaging challenges, innovations
and future trends. Yole has also introduced the TIM
market and its forecasts as part of the power module
packaging market, building on the 2017 report, where
just the different TIM technologies were described.
Yole’s analysts have also now analyzed the Transient
Liquid Phase Soldering (TLPS) technology as a future
alternative to die-attach.
An exciting, fresh, case study explores Tesla’s Model
3 power module, which has been manufactured by
STMicroelectonics and reverse engineered by System
Plus Consulting. Similarly, photos and an explanation
of Mitsubishi Electric’s J1-series power module, with
its very innovative integrated ceramic and baseplate
pin-fin substrate design secrets. The Power Module
Packaging 2018 report will bring you all these latest
innovations and much more.
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may also apply for any other direct or indirect consequential
loss that may be borne by the Seller, following this decision.
7.2 In the event of breach by one Party under these conditions
or the order, the non-breaching Party may send a notification
to the other by recorded delivery letter upon which, after a
period of thirty (30) days without solving the problem, the
non-breaching Party shall be entitled to terminate all the
pending orders, without being liable for any compensation.
8. MISCELLANEOUS
All the provisions of these Terms and Conditions are for the
benefit of the Seller itself, but also for its licensors, employees
and agents. Each of them is entitled to assert and enforce those
provisions against the Buyer.
Any notices under these Terms and Conditions shall be given in
writing. They shall be effective upon receipt by the other Party.
The Seller may, from time to time, update these Terms and
Conditions and the Buyer, is deemed to have accepted the latest
version of these terms and conditions, provided they have been
communicated to him in due time.
9. GOVERNING LAW AND JURISDICTION
9.1 
Any dispute arising out or linked to these Terms and
Conditions or to any contract (orders) entered into in
application of these Terms and Conditions shall be settled
by the French Commercial Courts of Lyon, which shall have
exclusive jurisdiction upon such issues.
9.2 French law shall govern the relation between the Buyer and
the Seller, in accordance with these Terms and Conditions.

